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Digital tools to support cooperation

1) Specific to Platform's work, provided and maintained by the European Commission

2) REFRESH Community of Experts – to facilitate sharing of best practice between all interested stakeholders
Digital Tool of the EU FLW Platform: main objectives

- Facilitate the on-going exchange of information, initiatives, news on food losses and food waste developments and mutual learning between Platform members
- Simplify communication between the Commission and Platform members and support meeting preparation and follow-up (both Plenary and subgroup meetings)
Main features:

Authorised users

Agora = the "market place" for all Platform members

Thematic Networks = collaborative spaces on specific topics

Experts networks = dedicated collaborative spaces for subgroups
Registration via EU Login

Join the EU Platform on Food Losses and Food Waste!
Follow two simple steps!

WITHOUT AN ECAS ACCOUNT?
You need to open an ECAS account to enter the EU Platform on FLW. Click below to open your account.

WITH AN ECAS ACCOUNT?
Enter with your ECAS account and start participating!

Create an account

Step 1

Step 2
Key functionalities of Agora/Thematic/Expert networks

Plan an event by using the calendar

Store and share documents in the library
Start or continue a discussion

Draft Statement on Health Inequalities Coming Up!

31 May 2016 by Ingred TSENMA (EuroHealthNet) in the Health inequalities and Wellbeing network.

EuroHealthNet is currently in the process of developing a draft statement on the importance of consistent attention and action on health inequalities in our societies.

Our aim is to feed the Statement, that we hope will be endorsed by a broad range of health and social actors active at EU level. ...read more
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write your comment here ...
Staying in touch: user notifications

- Users will receive notifications on new content via email, depending on their membership to various networks.

- Frequency: every 2-3 days (tbd)

- Newsletter with "latest updates" edited by SANTE (planned/timing tbc)
Rollout Calendar

**Early July:** test environment available for SANTE E1

**By end July:** tool available for EU Login registration and access by Platform members

**August - September:** initial publication of content and use by Platform members

**By 7 November:** all members registered and digital tool utilised to support meeting organisation

**User support & training** to be developed/provided as needed (eg on-line videos, teleconference...)**
Thank you!